urban, urban, low-incorne, low-incorne, minority minority comrnunities, comrnunities, when when it it is is com com bllied bllied with with technological technological change, change, these these settings settings create create an an interesting interesting circumstance circumstance in in which which democratic democratic and and techno techno cratic cratic ideologies ideologies play play out out The The focus focus of of this this article article is is how how access access to to llifonnation llifonnation has has been been shaped shaped by by the the adoption adoption of of the the Internet Internet as as an an inforrnation-dissernination inforrnation-dissernination mechanism mechanism by by environmental environmental regulatory regulatory and and public public health health agencies, agencies, and and the the implications implications of of this this adoption adoption for for mban mban environ environ mental mental justice justice communities, communities, The The article article first first describes describes ur ur ban ban environmental environmental quality quality issues issues affecting affecting 10w-lllcome 10w-lllcome and and minority minority communities, communities, It It then then discusses discusses the the current current envi envi ronmental ronmental justice justice policy policy response response to to these these concems concems and and its its relevance relevance to to information information access. access. We We present present a a theoreti theoreti cal cal framework framework for for understanding understanding the the variables variables that that shape shape information information dissemination dissemination and and the the environmental environmental justice justice implications implications of of Internet Internet adoption adoption for for environmental environmental infor infor mation mation providers, providers, The The implication implication of of this this technology technology on on the the role role of of citizens citizens is is discussed, discussed, We We describe describe and and assess assess a a case case study study of of a a partuership partuership that that is is responding responding to to informa informa tion-capacity tion-capacity needs needs in in fom fom low-income low-income and and minority minority neigh neigh borhoods borhoods and and the the community-based community-based projects projects that that have have been been developed developed under under its its umbrella, umbrella,
Vl'han Vl'han Environmental Environmental Quality Quality
Environmental Environmental quality quality and and some some of of the the resultllig resultllig human human health health effects effects have have become become high-priority high-priority issues issues in in many many urban urban neighborhood neighborhood s, s, America's America's agllig agllig cities cities suffer suffer from from a a variety variety of of pollution pollution problems problems stemmllig stemmllig from from thell' thell' indus indus trial trial heritage heritage and and present-day present-day llidustrial llidustrial productivity, productivity, In In many many older older city city neighborhoods, neighborhoods, large large and and small small pollution pollution generating generating facilities facilities operate operate next next door door to to residential residential areas, areas, schools, schools, and and community community institutions, institutions, Air Air emissions emissions of of acutely acutely hazardous hazardous chemicals, chemicals, the the presence presence of of haz,ardous haz,ardous waste waste generators, generators, and and proximity proximity to to hazardous hazardous waste waste treat treat ment, ment, storage, storage, and and disposal disposal facilities facilities are are typical typical to to many many older older mban mban neighborhoods. neighborhoods. hl hl addition, addition, mban mban residents, residents, like like their their suburban suburban counterparts, counterparts, are are exposed exposed to to nitrogen nitrogen and and sulfur-dioxide sulfur-dioxide concentrations concentrations generated generated by by automo automo biles biles and and coal-buming coal-buming electric electric utility utility plants plants (Goldman (Goldman 1991; 1991; EPA EPA 2002 .
Urban Urban residents residents tend tend to to have have greater greater exposme exposme to to po pollut llut ants ants because because they they live live closer closer to to llidustrial llidustrial areas, areas, near near or or on on contaminated contaminated land, land, and and in in degraded degraded structmes structmes (BullaI'd (BullaI'd and and Wright Wright 1992) . 1992). They They also also tend tend to to have have lower lower income income levels levels and and are are more more likely likely to to be be African African American, American, Hispanic Hispanic or or Latino, Latino, either either because because low low income income precludes precludes the the purchase purchase or or rental rental of of housing housing away away from from contaminants, contaminants, or or because because of of historical historical pattenlS pattenlS of of racial racial and and ethnic ethnic segregation. segregation. Ac Ac cording cording to to two two studies studies by by the the United United Church Church of of Christ Christ (1987, (1987, 1994), 1994) , residents residents of of low-income low-income and and minority minority com com munities munities in in the the United United States States are are nearly nearly twice twice as as likely likely to to live live near near a a hazardous hazardous waste waste handling handling facility facility or or an an aban aban doned doned waste waste dump dump site site than than those those living living above above the the poverty poverty line line or or in in nonminority nonminority communities. communities. In In the the face face of of these these enviroIUnental enviroIUnental health health risks, risks, mban mban residents residents are are among among those those least least well-equipped well-equipped to to mitigate mitigate environmental environmental and and health health hazards hazards because because of of past past and and current current discrimlliatory discrimlliatory prac prac tices, tices, which which have have resulted resulted in in decreased decreased social social and and personal personal resomces resomces (Fitzpatrick (Fitzpatrick and and La LaGory Gory 2000) . 2000). These These enviroIUnental enviroIUnental pollutants pollutants place place stress stress on on the the health health of of urban urban residents. residents. Residents Residents of of A.merica's A.merica's urban urban counties counties exhibithigher-than-average exhibithigher-than-average deaths deaths from from cardiopulmonary cardiopulmonary disease disease attributable attributable to to particulate particulate air air pollution pollution (Shprentz (Shprentz 1996 (Shprentz ) 1996 and and higher-than-average higher-than-average death death rates rates from from lung lung can can cer, cer, breast breast cancer, cancer, and and pediatric pediatric cancers. cancers. Urban
Urban children children also also seem seem to to suffer suffer from from elevated elevated blood blood lead lead levels levels and and asthma asthma more more often often than than their their suburban suburban counterparts counterparts (ATSDR (ATSDR 1988; 1988; Goldman Goldman 1991) . 1991). Thus, Thus, urban urban neighbor neighbor hoods, hoods, which which usually usually do do not not have have substantial substantial access access to to political political power power or or economic economic resources, resources, tend tend to to bear bear the the brunt brunt of of environmental environmental burdens burdens (Shuikin (Shuikin 2000) . 2000).
Policy Policy Regarding Regarding Environmental Environmental Justice Justice and and Information Information
In In response response to to the the disproportionate disproportionate burden burden of of environ environ mental mental contaminants contaminants faced faced by by many many poor poor or or minority minority resi resi dents dents (GAO (GAO 1983; 1983; VCC VCC 1987 , 1987 , 1994 ), 1994 , President President Clinton Clinton signed signed Executive Executive Order Order 12898 12898 in in 1994 1994 to to establish establish envi envi ronmental ronmental justice justice as as a a priority priority for for the the administration's administration's en en vironmental vironmental policy. policy. The The executive executive order order requires requires all all fed fed eral eral agencies agencies to to examine examine their their policies policies and and programs programs to to ensure ensure they they do do not not discriminate, discriminate, llitentionally llitentionally or or unlliten unlliten tionally. tionally. on on the the basis basis of of race race or or income. income. In In promulgating promulgating the the executive executive order, order, the the U.S. U.S. Environmental Environmental Protection Protection Agency Agency (EPA) (EPA) defines defines environmental environmental justice justice as as " [t] he " [t] he fair fair treatment treatment and and meaningful meaningful involvement involvement of of all all people people re re gardless gardless of of race, race, color, color, natural natural origin, origin, or or income income with with re re spect spect to to the the development, development, implementation implementation and and enforcement enforcement of of environmental environmental laws, laws, regulations regulations and and policies" policies" (EPA (EPA 1998). 1998).
The The order's order's two two components components fair fair treatment treatment and and mean mean lllgful lllgful involvement involvement llnpose llnpose two two different different requirements requirements on on federal federal agencies.
agencies. Fair Fair treatment treatment means means that that "no "no groups groups of of people. people. irlcludirlg irlcludirlg racial, racial, ethnic ethnic or or socioeconomic socioeconomic groups, groups, should should bear bear a a disproportionate disproportionate share share of of the the negative negative envi envi ronmental ronmental consequences consequences resultirlg resultirlg from from llidustrial, llidustrial, munici munici pal, pal, and and commercial commercial operations operations or or the the execution execution of of fed fed eral, eral, state, state, local, local, and and tribal tribal programs programs and and policies" policies" (EPA (EPA 1998).1 1998).1
The The EPA's EPA's definition definition of of enviroIUnental enviroIUnental justice justice also also rec rec ognizes ognizes that that meaningful meaningful involvement involvement of of citizens citizens is is a a pre pre requisite requisite to to the the development development of of just just environmental environmental poli poli cies cies and and arhninlstrative arhninlstrative decisions. decisions. Many Many 10w-lncOlne 10w-lncOlne and and minority minority communities communities historically historically have have been been excluded excluded from from public public decision-making decision-making processes, processes, and and the the execuexecu tive tive order order was was intended intended to to reverse reverse this this exclusion. exclusion. The The executive executive order order specifically specifically requires requires that that minority minority and and low-income low-income communities communities be be provided provided equal equal access access to to pu public blic information information about about human human health health and and environmen environmen tal tal matters matters (Clinton (Clinton 1994; 1994; EPA EPA 1999) . 1999). However. However. a a recent recent evaluation evaluation of of EPA's EPA's environmental environmental justice justice practices practices re re garding garding pennit pennit processes processes conducted conducted by by the the National National Acad Acad emy emy of of Public Public Administration Administration (2001) (2001) found found that, that, despite despite its its commiunent commiunent to to environmental environmental justice, justice, the the agency agency had had not not adequately adequately integrated integrated environmental environmental justice justice and and com com munity munity participation participation into into its its permit permit processes. processes. The The study study also also concluded concluded that that despite despite the the EPA's EPA's efforts efforts to to dissemi dissemi nate nate environmental environmental information, information, "disproportionately "disproportionately im im pacted pacted community community members members want want better better access access to to tech tech nical nical information information that that will will enable enable them them to to participate participate more more effectively effectively in in negotiations negotiations about about permit permit terms terms and and condi condi tions" tions" (NAPA (NAPA 2001 (NAPA . 2001 . 4).
Such Such access access is is a a key key first first step step to to participation. participation. To To the the extent extent that that citizens citizens and and their their organizations organizations can can retrieve. retrieve. use, use, and and create create infonnation infonnation effectively, effectively, they they can can shape shape policy policy agendas agendas and and the the knowledge knowledge that that forms forms the the basis basis oftechni oftechni cal cal decisions. decisions. They They can can better better exert exert their their understanding understanding of of environmental environmental risks, risks, opportlmities, opportlmities, and and solutions solutions in in the the policy policy process process and and bring bring their their locally locally generated generated data data and and expertise expertise to to the the policy policy discourse discourse (Forester (Forester 1989; Fischer Fischer 2(00) . 2(00).
The The development development ofthe ofthe lntemet lntemet as as an an infonnation infonnation tech tech nology nology has has been been significant significant to to the the availability availability of of and and ac ac cess cess to to environmental environmental infonnation, infonnation, although although its its overall overall ef ef fect fect is is still still uncettain uncettain (Ramasubramanian (Ramasubramanian 1995 . Proponents Proponents argue argue that that its its potential potential to to overcome overcome impediments impediments to to infor infor Ination Ination access access will will grow grow as as infonnation infonnation becomes becomes more more user user friendly friendly (Naisbitt (Naisbitt 1994 ). 1994 ). An An equally equally likely likely scenario, scenario, based based on on past past experiences experiences with with more more u'aditional u'aditional information-re information-re source source access, access, is is that that any any inequality inequality in in accessing accessing informa informa tion tion using using the the Intemet Intemet may may lead lead to to increased increased social social polar polar ization ization (Castells (Castells 1989 ). The The Internet Internet is, is, after after all, all, a a technological technological artifact artifact that that has has been been adopted adopted by by the the core core bureaucracies bureaucracies enlTenched enlTenched in in what what Giddens Giddens (1990) (1990) calls calls the the "expert "expert systems" systems" that that have have come come to to dominate dominate environmental environmental conditions conditions in in the the late late twentieth twentieth century. century. In In a a society society that that is is increasingly increasingly adopting adopting a a tednlOcratic tednlOcratic ideology ideology (Leiss (Leiss 1990 (Leiss ). 1990 ). how how well well can can people people without without technocratic technocratic expertise-which expertise-which grants grants considerable considerable power power to to affect affect decisions decisions participate? participate?
The The adoption adoption of of information information technologies technologies snch snch as as the the Intemet Intemet has has great great implications implications for for low-income low-income and and minor minor ity ity urban urban residents residents and and the the comrmmity-based comrmmity-based organizations organizations working working in in these these neighborhoods. neighborhoods. Long-standing Long-standing ineqnali ineqnali ties ties in in resource resource access access (including (including infonnation infonnation access) access) be be tween tween more more affluent affluent and and less less affluent affluent communities communities raises raises issues issues of of enviromnental enviromnental justice justice if ifthe the adoption adoption of of these these tech tech nologies nologies creates creates disproportionate disproportionate access access to to environmental environmental infonnation. infonnation. This This poses poses a a problem problem for for those those seeking seeking to to overCOIne overCOIne enviromnental enviromnental inequities, inequities, as as they they have have been been manifest manifest in in urban urban neighborhoods neighborhoods and and are are at at the the core core of of the the problem problem that that the the project project described described here here seeks seeks to to address. address. Several Several questions questions arise arise fTom fTom this this discussion: discussion: Vv1,at Vv1,at is is the the role role of of information information in in citizen citizen participation participation in in agency agency decision-making decision-making processes? processes? \Vhat \Vhat factors factors shape shape the the avail avail ability ability of of information information provided provided by by the the agencies? agencies? What What implications implications does does the the Intemet Intemet have have for for access access to to agency agency infonnation infonnation in in low-income low-income and and minority minority commtmities? commtmities? Vv'hat Vv'hat skills skills are are needed needed by by neighborhood neighborhood leaders leaders to to partici partici pate pate more more effectively effectively in in environmental environmental problem problem solving? solving? These These questions questions have have guided guided development development of of the the theoreti theoreti cal cal framework framework presented presented below. below.
Theoretical Theoretical Framework Framework
InfOl'mation InfOl'mation and and Agency Agency Policy Policy Development Development and and Implementation Implementation InfOimation InfOimation is is an an input input to to policy policy formulation formulation and and deci deci sion sion making. making. and and is is an an outcome outcome of of policy policy implementation. implementation. Urban Urban residents residents and and community-based community-based organizations organizations have have a a role role in in both both aspects. aspects.
Input. Input. The The role role of of citizens citizens in in policy-formulation policy-formulation pro pro cesses cesses may may vary vary and and is is determined determined by by the the agency's agency's infor infor mation mation needs needs and and preferences preferences and and by by citizens' citizens' willing willing ness ness and and capacity capacity to to participate. participate. To To fulfill fulfill their their legal legal responsibility, responsibility, regulatory regulatory agencies agencies often often solicit solicit comments comments from from citizens, citizens, traditionally traditionally during during public public meetings meetings and and hearings hearings or or through through written written correspondence. correspondence. Regulatory Regulatory agencies agencies luay luay seek seek infonnation infonnation from from citizens citizens about about COlTI COlTI munity munity objectives objectives and and preferences preferences in in order order to to develop develop policies policies and and programs programs that that are are more more suitable suitable (Forester (Forester 1989; Tauxe Tauxe 1995; Kellogg Kellogg 1998 or or to to solicit solicit substantive substantive or or scientific scientific information information from from citizens citizens to to improve improve the the agency's agency's decision decision making making (Kweit (Kweit and and KweitI987)-for KweitI987)-for example. example. through through creation creation of of citizen citizen advisory advisory or or stake stake holder holder committees. committees. Considerable Considerable evidence evidence exists exists that that many many citizens citizens not not only only understand understand scientific scientific information information gener gener ated ated by by the the agency, agency, bul. bul. when when provided provided with with an an appropri appropri ate ate opportlmity, opportlmity, can can provide provide additional additional locally locally generated generated scientific scientific information information or or work work with with agency agency staff staff to to design design research research and and analyze analyze data data (Landre (Landre and and Knuth Knuth 1993; 1993; Heiman Heiman 1997; 1997; Kellogg Kellogg 1998 . This This enhanced enhanced participa participa tion tion in in public public policy policy decisions decisions often often reframes reframes the the notion notion of of "expert" "expert" in in the the process. process. When When citizens citizens and and their their orga orga nizations nizations can can generate generate infonnation infonnation and and form form their their own own local local knowledge knowledge systems, systems, they they can can begin begin to to define define an an al al ternative ternative rationality rationality to to frame frame decisions, decisions, that that is, is, the the rules, rules, evidence, evidence, and and decision-making decision-making criteria criteria they they consider consider most most appropriate appropriate for for making making decisions decisions about about environmental environmental conditions conditions in in their their neighborhoods neighborhoods (Fischer (Fischer 2000 . Through Through such such capacity, capacity, they they can can negotiate negotiate the the rules rules for for managing managing environmental environmental conditions conditions (Kunreuther (Kunreuther and and Siovic Siovic 1996) . 1996).
We We assert. assert. however. however. that that such such capacity capacity rests rests on on a a working working the the data data generated generated through through their their implementation.' implementation.' Many Many knowledge knowledge of of the the "instl1Jmental "instl1Jmental rationality" rationality" embedded embedded in in of of the the databases databases developed developed through through federal-level federal-level environ environ the the regulatory regulatory agencies agencies that that generate generate and and control control most most of of mental mental regulation regulation are are available available today today [rom [rom the the EPA EPA and and environmental environmental data data that that can can be be used used by by citizens citizens and and their their other other agencies agencies on on the the Iuternet. Iuternet. cOIIlrIlunity-based cOIIlrIlunity-based organizations. organizations.
OUlput. OUlput. Law Law and and policy policy shape shape the the output output of of informa informa
Retrieving Retrieving Information Information from from Public Public tion tion in in the the policy-implementation policy-implementation process. process. detennining detennining both both Bureaucracies Bureaucracies the the information information that that is is generated generated and and its its relative relative availabil availabil Citizens Citizens need need several several types types of of information information hom hom envi envi ity ity to to the the public. public. Most Most environmental environmental regulatory regulatory laws laws re re ronmental ronmental bmeaucracies bmeaucracies to to participate participate effectively effectively in in the the quire quire facilities facilities that that discharge discharge pollution pollution into into the the air. air. water. water. public public decision-making decision-making process. process. Citizens Citizens need need to to know know or or land land to to monitor monitor their their emissions emissions and and to to repon repon these these emis emis
to to what what information information they they are are legally legally entitled. entitled. They They need need sions sions to to the the regulatOlY regulatOlY agency agency to to ensme ensme compliance compliance with with information information about about env envirol1l1lental irol1l1lental conditions conditions to to judge judge the the emi emi ssion ssion permits. permits. Agency Agency databases databases on on pollutant pollutant emissions emissions relative relative risks risks of of environmental environmental hazards hazards and and to to prioritize prioritize are. are. for for the the most most palt. palt. generated generated this this way. way. Enviromnental Enviromnental their their efforts. efforts. They They also also need need information information about about how how regulatory regulatory agencies agencies also also monitor monitor ambient ambient air air quality quality with with agency agency bureaucracies bureaucracies are are structured structured and and the the administra administra monitoring monitoring stations stations across across the the United United States States for for a a set set of of tive tive procedures procedures and and practices practices of of the the agency. agency. The The avail avail six six national national "criteria" "criteria" air air pollutants pollutants (sulfur (sulfur dioxide. dioxide. nitro nitro ability ability of of agency agency resources resources and and agency agency authority authority and and gen gen dioxide. dioxide. particulate particulate matters. matters. carbon carbon monoxide. monoxide. lead. lead. mandates mandates are are essential essential to to understanding understanding what what a a particu particu and and grolmd-Ievel grolmd-Ievel ozone). ozone). Much Much of of the the data data generated generated by by lar lar agency agency is is legally legally required required to to do do or or is is authorized authorized to to do do the the mix mix of of facility facility reporting reporting and and agency agency monitoring monitoring of of am am about about a a specific specific problem. problem. Retrieving Retrieving such such infonnation infonnation is is bient bient environmental environmental conditions conditions is is available available to to the the public. public. done done through through a a bureaucracy. bureaucracy. which which shapes shapes the the accessi accessi Congressional Congressional intent intent in in passing passing environmental environmental laws laws was was bility bility of of the the information. information. to to improve improve envirol1l1lental envirol1l1lental quality quality and and safety safety in in commlmi commlmi Describing Describing the the delivery delivery of of services services in in public-welfare public-welfare ties. ties. and and a a key key strategy strategy was was to to allow allow officials officials and and citizens citizens agencies. agencies. Lipsky Lipsky (1980) (1980) suggests suggests a a framework framework for for under under access access to to information information on on enforcement enforcement and and implementation. implementation. standing standing how how dissemination dissemination and and access access to to information. information. as as Table Table 1 1 summarizes summarizes major major U.S. U.S. environmental environmental laws laws and and a a public public good. good. is is shaped: shaped: "[Tlheoretically "[Tlheoretically there there is is no no limit limit Table  Table 1 1970,1977,1990 1970,1977,1990 stations stations measurements measurements for for six six pollutants pollutants Clean Clean Wafer Wafer Act Act Nationcll Nationcll pollution pollution Dischclrge Dischclrge Effluent Effluent emissions emissions clnd clnd ambient ambient EPA EPA 1972 ,1987 1972 ,1987 Eliminate Eliminate System System permits permits and and surface surface surface surface water water quality quality measurements measurements water water monitoring monitoring Safe Safe Drinking Drinking Monitoring Monitoring and and sampling sampling of of publicly publicly Levels Levels for for 77 77 pollutants pollutants in in water water EPA EPA Warer Warer Act Act 1974 Act , 1974 Act , 1986 Act 1986 owned owned water water supply supply systems systems systems systems Nework Nework *The *The Superfund Superfund is is a a trust trust created created from from a a tax tax on on generating generating indu~tries indu~tries for for use use by by the the EPA EPA to to clean clean up up hazardouhazardou~ waste waste disposal disposal sitesite~ in in emergency emergency situations situations posing posing significant significant threat threat to to human human health health or or the the environment environment if if corporate corporate liability liability hm hm not not yet yet been been detelmined. detelmined.
uThe uThe li~t li~t of of hazardouhazardou~ waste waste disposal disposal ~itesites that that have have been been deemed deemed in in need need of of remedial remedial clean clean up up by by the the federal federal government; government; some some 35,00:0 35,00:0 sites sites currently currently exi~t exi~t in in the the United United States. States.
*uThe *uThe Toxic Toxic Release Release Inventory Inventory is is the the release release data data for for more more than than 600 600 substances substances that that are are considered considered toxic toxic by by the the EPA. EPA. Generating Generating facilities facilities must must account account for for the the release release into into air, air, water, water, or or land, land, transfer transfer off-~ite off-~ite to to treatment treatment facilitie~, facilitie~, etc. etc. for for greater greater ~)añ)an 25,00:0 25,00:0 pounds pounds per per annum annum of of the~e the~e substances. substances. ****Facilities ****Facilities using using and and storing storing substantial substantial quantities quantities of of hazardous hazardous materials materials for for produdion produdion purposes purposes must must identify identify these these substances substances to to to to the the demand demand for for free free public public goods. goods. Agencies Agencies that that pro pro vide vide public public goods goods must must and and will will devise devise ways ways to to ration ration them. them. To To ration ration goods goods or or services services is is to to establish establish the the level level or or pro pro portions portions of of their their distTibution distTibution ... ... [S] ervices [S]ervices may may be be rationed rationed by by varying varying the the total total amount amount available. available. or or by by varying varying the the distribution distribution of of a a fixed fixed amount" amount" (Lipsky (Lipsky 1980 (Lipsky .213). 1980 .
Lipsky Lipsky concludes concludes that that "despite "despite [the] [the] rhetoric rhetoric of of the the agency agency and and the the good good intentions intentions of of its its staff staff to to become become more more client client oriented. oriented. to to receive receive more more citizen citizen input input and and to to en en courage courage clients clients to to speak speak out" out" (226).
(226). in in order order to to conserve conserve agency agency and and personal personal resources. resources. public public agencies agencies that that pro pro vide vide public public goods goods and and services services devise devise ways ways to to ration ration them them by by decreasing decreasing demand demand on on the the agency. agency.
According According to to Lipsky. Lipsky. this this rationing rationing is is accomplished accomplished in in several several ways: ways: extracting extracting a a costfor costfor the the public public good. good. devis devis ing ing routines. routines. restricting restricting access. access. and and pervading pervading all all these-shaping these-shaping the the flow flow of of information. information. Although Although public public agencies agencies can can rarely rarely charge charge clients clients directly directly for for services. services. indirect indirect monetary monetary costs costs are are imposed imposed as as travel travel or or loss loss of of work work time time to to receive receive a a requested requested service. service. Time Time can can be be extracted extracted either either through through the the time time spent spent interacting interacting with with the the bureaucracy. bureaucracy. or or in in the the time time requirement requirement of of procedures. procedures. routines. routines. and and waiting waiting periods. periods. Bureaucracies Bureaucracies develop develop or or ganizational ganizational routines routines or or procedural procedural requirements requirements as as pre pre requisites requisites to to the the delivery delivery of of services. services. such such as as filling filling out out the the proper proper fonns fonns or or providing providing documentation. documentation. Bureau Bureau cracies cracies may may restrict restrict delivery delivery oftheir oftheir services services to to a a specific specific type type of of client client based based on on attributes attributes relevant relevant to to tile tile services. services.
such such as as geographic geographic location location or or the the personal personal characteris characteris tics tics of of the the client. client. These These costs. costs. routines. routines. and and classifica classifica tions tions protect protect the the agency agency staff staff from from requests requests for for flexibility flexibility or or discretionary discretionary action, action, provide provide a a system system for for accountabil accountabil ity. ity. and and limit limit demand demand on on agency agency goods goods and and services. services. The The street-level street-level bureaucrats bureaucrats who who interact interact most most directly directly with with clients clients and and citizens citizens have have the the greatest greatest discretion discretion in in how how they they enforce enforce or or don't don't enforce enforce organizational organizational routines routines and and requirements requirements (Lipsky (Lipsky 1980 ). 1980 . This This same same framework framework call call be be used used to to analyze analyze the the acces acces sibility sibility of of environmental environmental infollnation infollnation to to urban urban residents. residents. Agencies Agencies that that hold hold enviromnental enviromnental or or public public health health infor infor mation mation either either ration ration the the amount amount of of infonnation infonnation available available or or vary vary the the distribution distribution of of infonnation infonnation according according to to differ differ ent ent classes classes of of recipients. recipients. This This rationing rationing often often occurs occurs de de spite spite the the agency's agency's rhetoric rhetoric to to the the contrary. contrary.
Rationing Rationing the the amount amount of of environmental environmental data data tllat tllat is is made made available available to to the the public public is is often often a a result result of of agency agency resource resource constraints, constraints, as as well well as as the the staff staff and and computer computer time time required required to to process process data data collected collected by by the the agency. agency. For For example, example, Toxic Toxic Release Release hlVentory hlVentory data, data, which which is is sub sub mitted mitted annually annually to to the the EPA EPA by by thousands thousands of of facilities, facilities, is is made made available available to to the the general general public public two two years years after after it it is is reported reported because because of of the the limitations limitations of of staff staff resources resources to to process process tile tile data. data.
Environmental Environmental infollnation infollnation is is also also rationed rationed by by routines routines and and procedures procedures that that may may extract extract a a significant significant cost cost from from the the citizen. citizen. Environmental Environmental infollnation infollnation traditionally traditionally has has been been available available by by contacting contacting the the regulatory regulatory agency agency directly directly by by mail mail or or by by telephone. telephone. It It is is customary customary to to require require written written requests requests for for infonnation, infonnation, usually usually on on a a fonn fonn provided provided by by the the agency. agency. It It is is not not uncommon uncommon that that information information offices offices levy levy a a fee fee for for data data compilation, compilation, mailing, mailing, printing, printing, or or pho pho tocopying tocopying costs. costs. Some Some information information is is available available only only in in the the agency's agency's office, office, and and often often no no photocopying photocopying is is pennitted. pennitted. Infonnation Infonnation seekers seekers must must schedule schedule an an appointment appointment to to visit visit the the office, office, travel travel to to the the office, office, wait wait until until data data is is brought brought to to a a secured secured room, room, and and then then take take notes notes from from hundreds hundreds of ofpages pages of of data. data. Thus, Thus, access access to to information, information, even even for for those those who who can can pay pay for for it it in in time time or or travel travel costs, costs, is is limited limited by by the the rules rules and and regulations regulations adopted adopted by by the the organization. organization.
Of Of course, course, the the discretion discretion of of an an agency agency employee employee may may have have a a significant significant effect effect on on information information accessibility. accessibility. Agency Agency offices offices usually usually have have a a public public infOimation infOimation officer officer who who is. is. in in part, part, a a gatekeeper, gatekeeper, directing directing citizens citizens to to the the ap ap propriate propriate staff staff person person in in the the organization, organization, or or infonningciti infonningciti zens zens what what infonnation infonnation is is available available and and the the procedures procedures re re quired quired for for obtaining obtaining it. it. Often. Often. citizens citizens lack lack the the knowledge knowledge of of tile tile regulatory regulatory system system to to ask ask questions questions that that confonn confonn to to the the media-based media-based divisions divisions of ofthe the organization. organization. Instead, Instead, their their requests requests may may take take the the fonn fonn of of a a complaint complaint that that is is generally generally articulated. articulated. The The information information officer officer who who receives receives a a com com plaint plaint or or request request for for information information can can easily easily tell tell the the citizen citizen that that the the information information (as (as it it has has been been framed framed by by tile tile citizen) citizen) is is not not available. available. Altematively, Altematively, the the citizen citizen may may be be over over whelmed whelmed with with technical technical questions questions by by an an officer officer who who os os tensibly tensibly is is seeking seeking clarification. clarification. The The citizen citizen may may give give up up because because he he or or she she does does not not understand understand the the questions questions or or the the reasons reasons for for them. them. For For citizens citizens unfamiliar unfamiliar with with the the environ environ mental mental regulatory regulatory system, system, or or who who disllTlst disllTlst govemment govemment agen agen cies. cies. these these interactions interactions may may severely severely restrict restrict their their ability ability to to obtain obtain infonnation. infonnation. An An entirely entirely different different situation situation may may exist exist when when the the in in fonnation fonnation officer officer or or agency agency technical technical staff staff member member knows knows the the citizen citizen seeking seeking infonnation. infonnation. Because Because of of ongoing ongoing regu regu latory latory processes. processes. agencies agencies and and regulated regulated facilities facilities tend tend to to have have interorganizational interorganizational and and personal personal relationships. relationships. These These relationships relationships constitute constitute a a regulatory regulatory community community that that de de velops velops its its own own regulatory regulatory culture culture (Meidinger (Meidinger 1987 ) 1987 in in which which information information nows nows more more fi-eely. fi-eely. Unfortunately, Unfortunately, the the broader broader community community that that is is affected affected by by the the decisions decisions reached reached during during these these processes processes often often has has no no such such relationship, relationship, ei ei ther ther between between organizations organizations or or between between individuals individuals within within the the organizations. organizations. Such Such relationships relationships can can be be vital vital to to break break ing ing through through the the impersonal impersonal romines romines of ofLipsky Lipsky 's 's street-level street-level bureaucrats. bureaucrats.
The The Intemet Intemet and and Information Information Rationing Rationing
As As part part of of their their provision provision of of public public informatiou, informatiou, federal federal and and state state government government agencies agencies are are adopting adopting hlternet hlternet tech tech nologies nologies that that are are changing changing the the quantity quantity and and quality quality of of data data available, available, The The EPA, EPA, for for example, example, has has committed committed itself itself to to dispersing dispersing infOimation infOimation using using the the Internet, Internet, and and it it has has made made a a wide wide range range of of data data and and information information about about the the agency agency and and its its programs programs available available online, online, The The Internet Internet can, can, in in theory, theory, make make greater greater amounts amounts of of information information available, available, A A 'Neb 'Neb page page may may be be expected expected to to alleviate alleviate many many of of Lipsky's Lipsky's discretion discretion ary ary costs costs imposed imposed by by staff: staff: it it does does not not have have the the ability ability to to withhold withhold information, information, and and the the time time costs costs should, should, in in theory, theory, be be less less than than an an in-person in-person visit visit Internet-based Internet-based information, information, however, however, does does not not rectify rectify the the monetary monetary costs, costs, Nor Nor does does it it necessarily necessarily overcome overcome the the citizen's citizen's unfamiliarity unfamiliarity with with how how the the agency agency functions functions more more than than a a traditional traditional contact contact with with a a staff staff person, person, Placing Placing information information on on the the Internet Internet acts acts as as a a rationing rationing mechanism mechanism because because access access to to the the Internet Internet requires requires a a computer computer and and introduces introduces the the need need for for a a whole whole new new set set of of skills skills and and knowledge knowledge for for its its use, use, The The rationing rationing problem problem is is deeper, deeper, however, however, As As many many agencies agencies are are making making new new inforrnation inforrnation avail avail able able on on the the hlternet, hlternet, they they are are also also curtailing curtailing the the availabil availabil itv itv of of inforrnationthrough inforrnationthrough traditional traditional mechanisms mechanisms such such as as ll;e ll;e telephone telephone (Coder (Coder 1997 ), 1997 , partly partly due due to to reductions reductions in in staffing staffing resources, resources, An An infollllation-access infollllation-access paradox paradox is is de de veloping: veloping: as as greater greater amounts amounts of of enVITOIllnental enVITOIllnental inforrna inforrna tion tion are are made made available available over over the the hlternet, hlternet, a a substantial substantial por por tion tion oftl\e oftl\e population-tllOse population-tllOse without without access access to to computers computers and and without without good good Internet Internet skills skills fall fall farther farther behind, behind, This This paradox paradox of of infonnation infonnation access access is is an an environmental environmental justice justice COllcenI COllcenI because because it it tends tends to to occur occur in in cOl1ununities cOl1ununities that that tra tra ditionallv ditionallv have have been been disadvantaged disadvantaged in in access access to to technolo technolo gies gies andãnd~disenfranchised disenfranchised in in political political participation participation as as a a re re sult, sult, in in part, part, of of public public po policy, licy, How How is is this this information information paradox paradox manifested manifested in in low-in low-in come come and and minority minority communities? communities? A A search search of ofboth both Internet Internet based based literature literature and and traditional traditional outlets outlets for for scholarly scholarly research research revealed revealed many many articles articles on on the the need need to to bring bring infOimation infOimation technologies technologies to to inner-city, inner-city, urban, urban, poor, poor, and and low-income low-income neighborhoods neighborhoods (Benton (Benton Foundation Foundation 1998), 1998), Recent Recent U,S, U,S, federal federal studies studies of of tile tile use use of of computers computers inArnerican inArnerican house house holds holds reveal reveal significantly significantly lower lower fi'equencies fi'equencies of of computer computer possession possession and and online online access access among among central-city central-city residents residents and and among among households households with with incomes incomes under under $25,000, $25,000, Arnon" Arnon" households households with with bolll bolll oftllese oftllese characteristics, characteristics, less less What What are are the the necessary necessary conditions conditions that that will will facilitate facilitate improved improved access access to to and and use use of of Internet-based Internet-based environmen environmen tal tal information information for for residents residents and and organizations organizations inAmerica's inAmerica's urban urban neighborhoods? neighborhoods? The The key key is is to to increase increase tile tile social social capital capital for for access, access, use, use, and and generation generation so so that that communi communi ties ties can can manage manage information information for for their their own own purposes, purposes, Many Many obstacles obstacles exist exist that that can can prevent prevent traditionally traditionally dis dis enfranchised enfranchised neighborhoods neighborhoods from from accessing accessing environmen environmen tal tal information information and and using using it it effectively. effectively. These These obstacles obstacles include include uncertainty uncertainty about about what what infonnation infonnation is is available available or or where where to to obtain obtain it;'lack it;'lack of of access access to to information information technolo technolo gies. gies. infrastructure, infrastructure, and and hardware: hardware: inadequate inadequate formal formal edu edu cation cation and and experience experience to to ,mderstand ,mderstand the the data; data; and and absence absence of of !he !he skills skills needed needed to to process process data data into into knowledge, knowledge, which which is is the the basis basis for for effective effective participation participation (Lee (Lee 1992; Sawicki Sawicki and and Craig Craig 1996). 1996) . Gaining Gaining physical physical access access to to hlternet-based hlternet-based information information is is not not enough enough to to overcome overcome the the paradox paradox of of the the lntenwt lntenwt as as an an infonTIation infonTIation rationing rationing mechanism. mechanism. The The COlTI COlTI lTIlmity lTIlmity in in questionlTIUst questionlTIUst gain gain control control of of the the lTIanagelnent lTIanagelnent of of information information itself itself (K (Kweit weit and and K Kweit weit 1987; 1987; Kellogg Kellogg 1999b fon~ation fon~ation to to the the cOlnmunity, cOlnmunity, and and engage engage COlTIlTIUnity COlTIlTIUnity InelTI InelTI bers bers in in efforts efforts to to solve solve problems. problems. Vv11ile Vv11ile realization realization of of the the ideal ideal state state is is unlikely, unlikely, the the role role of of community-based community-based organizations organizations is is critical critical in in building building social social capital capital for for hlternet hlternet use use and and participation participation in in envi envi ronmental ronmental decision-making decision-making processes. processes. Community-based Community-based organizations organizations working working in in urban urban neighborhoods neighborhoods have have his his torically torically played played an an important important role role in in mobilizing mobilizing resources resources and and resident resident participation participation in in housing, housing, poverty. poverty. and and com com mercial mercial revitalization revitalization efforts. efforts. Community-based Community-based organi organi zations zations today today seek seek to to address address environmental environmental and and envi envi ronmental ronmental health health problems problems in in their their neighborhoods neighborhoods (Heiman (Heiman 1997; 1997; Kellogg Kellogg 1999a; 1999a; NAPA NAPA 2001) . 2001). Commu Commu nity-based nity-based organizations organizations with with training training and and resources resources could could provide provide a a contact contact point, point, act act as as translators translators of of environmen environmen tal tal information information to to elthance elthance community community knowledge knowledge base, base, train train residents residents to to use use the the Internet, Internet, and and organize organize participa participa tion tion in in environmental environmental problem problem solving. solving. Without Without enhanced enhanced social social capital, capital, new new information information technologies technologies will will be be underutilized, underutilized, and and therefore therefore less less inclusive inclusive of of tradition tradition ally ally disenfranchised disenfranchised residents. residents.
It It is is unlikely, unlikely, however however that that community-based community-based organiza organiza tions tions and and community community leaders leaders who who have have little little experience experience in in navigating navigating environrr;ental environrr;ental regnlatory regnlatory processes processes will will be be able able to to build build social social capital capital alone. alone. In In studies studies completed completed in in 1996-1996 2000. 2000. community-based community-based organizations organizations in in seven seven metropoli metropoli tan tan areas areas in in Ohio Ohio and and metropolitan metropolitan areas areas in in six six other other states states indicated indicated a a need need for for technical technical assistance assistance in in their their efforts efforts to to acquire acquire information information through through the the use use of of the the Internet Internet (Stoecker (Stoecker and and Stuber Stuber 1997 : 1997 : Kellogg Kellogg 2000 The The Sustainable Sustainable Cleveland Cleveland Partnership Partnership (SCP) (SCP) grew grew out out of of a a series series of of conversations conversations among among several several environmental environmental and and community-based community-based practitioners practitioners and and researchers. researchers. These These discussions discussions led led to to recognition recognition of of similar similar interests interests and and em em phases phases on on community-based community-based information information access access and and envi envi ronmental ronmental justice justice issues issues among among projects projects that that were were begin begin ning ning in in Cleveland. Cleveland. The The SCP SCP has has evolved evolved into into a a dynamic dynamic and and unique unique partnership partnership of of approximately approximately a a dozen dozen repre repre sentatives sentatives from from community-based community-based service service and and development development organizations, organizations, local local and and national national environmental environmental organiza organiza tions. root cause cause of of this this lack lack of of participation. participation. Over Over several several months, months, the the partners partners adopted adopted an an overall overall strategy strategy whereby whereby commnnity-based commnnity-based organizations organizations would would serve serve as as vehicles vehicles to to enhance enhance the the use use of of computer-based computer-based inforrnation inforrnation sources sources in in the the cornrrumity. cornrrumity. These These organizations organizations would would participate participate in in projects projects to to develop develop information information tools tools and and resources resources to to increase increase accessibility. accessibility. The The partners partners agreed agreed the the goal goal was was to to build build capacity capacity among among commnnity commnnity mem mem bers. bers. so so that that over over time. time. the the role role of of the the SCP SCP partners partners would would shift shift from from project project development development toward toward technical technical advising advising and and facilitation facilitation of of commnnity-initiated commnnity-initiated activities. activities. The The part part ners ners also also reached reached a a consensus consensus that that the the SCP SCP process process and and products products should should be be replicable replicable and and useful useful not not only only to to Clevelanders, Clevelanders, but but to to other other communities. communities. To To that that end, end, each each pattnership pattnership meeting meeting was was documented documented atld atld the the products products that that were were created created have have been been evaluated. evaluated.
The The partnership partnership was was also also an an opportunity opportunity to to build build rela rela tionships tionships across across traditional traditional organizational organizational and and bureaucratic bureaucratic boundaries. boundaries. As As comrnunication comrnunication was was enhanced enhanced between between or or ganizations ganizations and and individuals, individuals, personal personal relationships relationships were were established established and and SCP SCP partners partners and and the the participants participants from from the the target target communities communities became became part part of of the the regulatory regulatory culture culture in in Cleveland Cleveland that that is is accepted accepted as as legitimate legitimate by by agencies agencies and and the the regulated regulated community. community. Eventually, Eventually, neighborhood neighborhood orga orga nizations nizations and and residents residents would would have have the the capacity capacity to to be be "at "at the the table" table" or or "in "in the the conversation" conversation" to to begin begin redefining redefining the the expert expert systems systems that that frame frame environmental environmental decision-making decision-making processes processes that that affected affected the the community. community.
Four Four programmatic programmatic goals goals were were adopted adopted by by the the partners: partners: (1) (1) enhance enhance the the availability availability and and releVatlCe releVatlCe of of enviromnen enviromnen tal tal infOimation infOimation provided provided to to urban urban neighborhoods neighborhoods by by gov gov ernment ernment agencies agencies and and nonprofit nonprofit organizations; organizations; (2) (2) improve improve the the capacity capacity of of community community leaders leaders (residents (residents and and commu commu nity nity organization organization staft) staft) to to use use the the Internet Internet as as an an informa informa tion-access tion-access tool; tool; (3) (3) improve improve the the capacity capacity to to use use environ environ mental mental information information among among these these community community leaders, leaders, so so that that the the information information gained gained hom hom the the Intemet Intemet or or other other sources sources would would be be put put to to use use effectively effectively to to address address environ environ mental mental problems problems these these leaders leaders identified identified as as priorities: priorities: md md (4) (4) facilitate facilitate new new and and enhanced enhanced working working relationships relationships among among Cleveland's Cleveland's neighborhood-based neighborhood-based orgatlizations, orgatlizations, regulatory regulatory agencies, agencies, and and the the environmental environmental advocacy advocacy com com mnnity. mnnity. These These goals goals have have been been sought sought through through design design and and delivery delivery of of four four interrelated interrelated projects projects over over the the last last four four years, years, which which are are described described hereinafter. hereinafter.
Envil'Onmeutal Envil'Onmeutal Health Health Action Action Guide
Guide (1997-98) (1997-98) The The goal goal of of enhancing enhancing the the availability availability and and relevance relevance of of envirolllnentallnfonnation envirolllnentallnfonnation provided provided by by governmentagen governmentagen cies cies and and nonprofit nonprofit organization organization s s for for urban urban neighborhoods neighborhoods was was addressed addressed primarily primarily through through the the development development of of atl atl online online Environmental Environmental Health Health Action Action Guide. Guide. Early Early in in the the process, process, the the SCP SCP organized organized a a community community Ineeting Ineeting in in one one of of the the target target neighborhoods neighborhoods to to announce announce the the fonnation fonnation of of the the partnership partnership and and to to solicit solicit information information about about the the envi envi romnental romnental health health issues issues that that concerned concerned neighborhood neighborhood lead lead ers ers and and residents. residents. The The partners partners subsequently subsequently reviewed reviewed many many Internet Internet sources sources of of infonnation infonnation on on these these issues issues and and assessed assessed the the Web Web pages pages on on the the basis basis of of their their releVatlCe releVatlCe to to urban urban neighborhoods. neighborhoods. Partners Partners discovered discovered that that some some of of the the identified identified issues issues were were not not well well covered covered in in existing existing Web Web pages, pages, and and many many of of the the existing existing Web Web pages pages were were designed designed for for the the experienced experienced Internet Internet user. user. The The SCP SCP decided decided to to cre cre ate ate a a Web Web page page on on environmental environmental health health issues issues oriented oriented toward toward action action that that urban urban residents residents could could take take to to decrease decrease their their exposure exposure risk. risk. The The specific specific topics topics were were based based on on ad ad ditional ditional information information collected collected through through one-on-one one-on-one surveys surveys with with neighborhood neighborhood leaders. leaders. Each Each page page on on the the Intemet Intemet guide guide uses uses the the sarne sarne overall overall fonna1: fonna1: a a scenario scenario story, story, a a series series of of questions questions and and answers answers about about the the paliicular paliicular envi envi ronmental ronmental health health topic, topic, suggestions suggestions for for actions actions to to reduce reduce risks, risks, and and sources sources for for additional additional infonnation infonnation about about the the problem," problem," The The content content and and fonnat fonnat were were revised revised several several times times by by the the SCP SCP partners partners in in direct direct cooperation cooperation with with the the participants, participants, who who became became members members of of the the Sustainable Sustainable Cleveland Cleveland Lead Lead ership ership Team Team (see (see below), below), This This ensured ensured the the information information available available tInough tInough the the guide guide was was relevant relevant and and accessible accessible to to neighborhood neighborhood residents residents and and their their community-based community-based orga orga nizations, nizations, The The guide guide was was released released in in November November 1998 1998 on on the the Internet, Internet, Hard-copy Hard-copy versions versions were were also also printed printed and and dis dis tributed tributed over over the the next next two two years years tluough tluough commlmity commlmity insti insti tutions tutions in in Cleveland, Cleveland, More More than than 2,500 2,500 free free copies copies of of the the Environmental Environmental Health Health Action Action Guide Guide have have been been delivered delivered to to schools, schools, churches, churches, cOllllllunity cOllllllunity groups, groups, and and at at confer confer ences ences and and workshops workshops through through an an extensive extensive outreach outreach pro pro gram gram conducted conducted by by the the SCP SCP project project staff, staff, Sustainable Sustainable Cleveland Cleveland Leadel'ship Leadel'ship Team Team (1999 (1999 2000)
The The goal goal of of improving improving the the capacity capacity of of community community lead lead ers ers (residents (residents and and cOllllllunity cOllllllunity organization organization staff) staff) to to address address environmental environmental issues issues was was accomplished accomplished t1nough t1nough a a series series of of workshops workshops held held in in four four neighborhoods' neighborhoods' in in the the city city of of Cleveland, Cleveland, Two Two sessions sessions of of the the leadership leadership training training were were delivered delivered approximately approximately one one year year apart, apart, The The workshops workshops were were designed designed to to improve improve use use of of the the hitelllet hitelllet as as an an access access tool tool and and to to improve improve the the information-use information-use capacity capacity for for solv solv ing ing or or mitigating mitigating environmental environmental problems, problems, The The objective objective was was to to create create a a cadre cadre of of environmental environmental leaders leaders (the ( The content content and and structure structure of of the the workshops workshops were were based based on on three three hypotheses: hypotheses: participants participants needed needed significant significant hands hands on on time time using using the the Intelllet Intelllet as as an an information-gathering information-gathering tool; tool; use use of of information information available available from from the the Internet Internet would would only only be be effective effective if if the the user user had had a a broader broader understanding understanding of of tile tile conditions conditions and and context context in in which which lnfonnation lnfonnation was was gener gener ated ated and and used: used: and, and, participants participants should should come come away away from from the the workshops workshops better better able able to to address address environmental environmental prob prob lems lems in in their their communities communities in in addition addition to to gaining gaining a a broader broader understanding understanding of of substantive substantive environmental environmental health health issues'" issues'"
Overall, Overall, participants participants worked worked through through a a process process focused focused on on problem-solving problem-solving capacity, capacity, The The workshop workshop module module top top ics ics included included urban urban sustainabili!y sustainabili!y and and environmental environmental jus jus tice; tice; a a structured, structured, seven-step seven-step problem-solving problem-solving process; process; the the information-management information-management needs needs for for problem problem solving, solving, in in cluding cluding a a review review of of the the major major environmental environmental laws laws and and the the regulatory regulatory framework framework that that shapes shapes the the infonnation infonnation that that is is available available from from public public agencies; agencies; risk risk assessment assessment as as the the ba ba sis sis of of regnlatory regnlatory policies policies and and priority priority setting; setting; and and processes processes to to develop develop strategies strategies for for taking taking action? action? Each Each workshop workshop lasted lasted two two to to three three hours, hours, All All of of the the modules modules used used interac interac tive tive exercises exercises that that either either involved involved the the leadership leadership trainees trainees in in problern-solving problern-solving exercises exercises using using a a case case study study or or con con cerns cerns they they had had raised raised about about their their own own neighborhoods, neighborhoods, or or involved involved tllem tllem in in searching searching for for environmental environmental infonnation infonnation on on the the Internet, Internet, Each Each workshop workshop also also included included a a printed printed handbook handbook (tools (tools and and additional additional hard-copy hard-copy alld alld Intelllet Intelllet re re sonrces) sonrces) for for the the participants participants to to use use once once the the training training was was completed, completed,
The The SCP SCP graduated graduated 18 18 environmental environmental leaders leaders in in the the first first session session in in tile tile spring spring of of 1999 1999 and and trained trained an an additional additional 14 14 leaders leaders in in the the second second session session held held in in the the spring spring of of 2000, 2000, The The trainees trainees each each received received a a certificate certificate of of recognition recognition at at the the end end of of the the process, process, Many Many of of these these graduates graduates are are now now actively actively engaged engaged in in organizing organizing participants participants in in their their com com munities munities for for work work on on specific specific environmental environmental health health issues issues that that have have been been identified identified since since the the training,' training,' Neighborhood Neighborhood Audit Audit Profile Profile (1999) (1999) The The Neighborhood Neighborhood Audit Audit Profile Profile project project in in the the summer summer of of 1999 1999 was was designed designed to to orient orient participants participants to to the the identifi identifi cation cation arid arid collection collection of of data data specific specific to to their their neighborhood neighborhood as as a a first first step step to to environmental environmental problem problem solving, solving, Several Several leadership leadership tearn tearn graduates graduates took took part part in in the the project, project, assist assist ing ing in in the the training training of of their their fellow fellow neighborhood neighborhood leaders, leaders, The The project project developed developed a a profile profile of of environmental environmental attributes attributes for for the the Lee-Harvard-Miles Lee-Harvard-Miles neighborhood neighborhood in in the the southeast southeast side side of of Cleve1arld, Cleve1arld, The The profile profile was was based based on on attributes attributes iden iden titled titled with with community community leaders leaders through through several several meetings, meetings, In In two two workshops, workshops, residents residents identified identified important important sources sources of of data data about about these these atu'ibutes atu'ibutes and and collected collected some some of of the the data data using using the the Internet Internet The The attributes attributes included included demograph demograph ics, ics, air air pollution, pollution, Toxic Toxic Release Release Inventory Inventory facilities, facilities, con con taminated taminated land land parcels, parcels, and and the the location location of of parks parks and and open open space, space, Project Project staff staff and and student student assistants assistants created created a a GIS GIS map map to to illustrate illustrate the the location location of of these these attributes, attributes, The The maps maps generated generated considerable considerable discussion discussion among among the the participants, participants, which which led led to to discovery discovery of of a a problem problem that that is is now now ,mder ,mder in in vestigation vestigation by by neighborhood neighborhood leaders leaders (see (see below), below), The The re re sults sults of of the the workshops workshops were were assembled assembled into into a a handbook handbook and and delivered delivered back back to to the the participants, participants, The The project project harld harld book book provides provides step-by-step step-by-step instructions instructions for for retrieving retrieving mtemet mtemet-based -based environmental environmental data,' data,' Risk Risk Training Training (2001) (2001) New New training training IIlOdules IIlOdules that that focus focus on on environrnental environrnental risk risk of of toxic toxic air air pollutants pollutants have have most most recently recently been been developed developed and and delivered delivered to to neighborhood neighborhood groups, groups, Risk Risk assessment assessment and and rnanageInen1 rnanageInen1 is is the the dorninant dorninant frarnework frarnework for for environ environ mental mental policy policy development development and and implementation implementation today today in in 
Project Project Outcomes Outcomes and and Conclusions Conclusions
The The members members of of the the SCP SCP are are convinced convinced from from the the expe expe rience rience designing designing and and implementing implementing these these projects projects that that a a multifaceted, multifaceted, integrated integrated approach approach to to ti,e ti,e access access and and use use of of environmental environmental information information has has built built the the strongest strongest basis basis for for overcoming overcoming ti,e ti,e rationing rationing effect effect of of ti,e ti,e shift shift to to Internet-based Internet-based environmental environmental infonnation, infonnation, This This approach approach sought sought to to im im prove prove the the relevance relevance of of infonnation infonnation available, available, improve improve skills skills to to use use the the technology, technology, iInprove iInprove community community knowledge knowledge of of the the environmental environmental regnlatory regnlatory system system and and the the kind kind of of infor infor mation mation that that is is available available to to residents, residents, and and enhance enhance knowl knowl edge edge of of dIe dIe decision-making decision-making processes processes dlat dlat shape shape environ environ mental mental conditions conditions in in urban urban neighborhoods, neighborhoods, The The development development of of the the Web-based Web-based Environmental Environmental Health Health Action Action Guide Guide and and dIe dIe distribution distribution of of a a hard-copy hard-copy format format to to dozens dozens of of organizations organizations and and hundreds hundreds of of resi resi dents dents has has enhanced enhanced the the infollllation infollllation materials materials available available to to Cleveland's Cleveland's neighborhoods, neighborhoods, The The \Veb \Veb site site has has received received sev sev eralthousand eralthousand hits, hits, Access Access to to a a cornputer cornputer is is a a critical critical issue issue for for IIlaIlY IIlaIlY resi resi dents dents and and community community leaders leaders in in urban urban neighborhoods neighborhoods (Benton (Benton Foundation Foundation 1998), 1998), The The hlternet-intensive hlternet-intensive work work shops shops were were held held at at the the university university computer computer lab, lab, A A few few of of the the Sustainable Sustainable Cleveland Cleveland Leadership Leadership Team Team participants participants had had computers computers in in their their homes homes or or at at work, work, but but most most used used computers computers available available at at their their neighborhood neighborhood public public library library or or recreation recreation center, center, Cleveland Cleveland is is fortunate fortunate to to have have a a rela rela tively tively well-developed well-developed system system for for public public access access to to the the Intemet Intemet at at these these locations, locations, Participants Participants in in the the workshop workshop trainings trainings exhibited exhibited significant significant improved improved capacity capacity for for us us ing ing the the Internet, Internet, Many Many participants participants had had not not previously previously used used the the Internet, Internet, and and by by the the end end of of the the workshops workshops they they were were accessing accessing information information about about their their own own neighborhood neighborhood through through the the EPA's EPA's Envirofacts Envirofacts \Varehouse \Varehouse and and Enviro Enviro Mapper Mapper sites sites and and the the Environmental Environmental Defense Defense SCORE SCORE CARD.11 CARD.11 Participants Participants viewed viewed the the mternet mternet as as one one of ofthe the most most effective effective mechanisms mechanisms to to allow allow them them to to influence influence environ environ mental mental decision-making decision-making processes processes in in their their commlmities. commlmities. These These new new or or improved improved skills skills have have begun begun to to overcome overcome many many of of the the aspects aspects of of the the Internet Internet technology technology paradox. paradox.
The The leadership leadership team team graduates graduates have have demonstrated demonstrated an an improved improved capacity capacity for for using using information information to to address address prob-prob lems, lems, both both be<:ause be<:ause of of their their enhanced enhanced understanding understanding of of enviromnental enviromnental issues issues and and of of how how Illfonnation Illfonnation is is generated generated and and used used in in decision decision making. making. During During the the neighborhood neighborhood mapping mapping process process for for dIe dIe 1999 1999 NeighborhoodAuditProfile NeighborhoodAuditProfile project, project, participants participants discovered discovered that that a a cul-de-sac cul-de-sac of of townhouses townhouses was was located located on on a a site site they they knew knew had had been been an an auto auto junkyard junkyard in in the the past, past, The The site site was was investigated investigated using using mtemet mtemet resources, resources, and and the the leadership leadership team team and and project project members members discovered discovered it it in in fact fact had had been been designated designated a a "po "po tentially tentially hazardous hazardous waste waste site" site" in in the the Ohio Ohio EPA's EPA's master master sites sites list, list, receiving receiving a a "low-priority" "low-priority" status. status. Neighborhood Neighborhood leaders leaders are are concerned, concerned, however. however. The The Lee-Seville-Miles Lee-Seville-Miles Citizens Citizens Council, Council, well-represented well-represented among among ti,e ti,e workshop workshop participants, participants, has has initiated initiated a a local local health health survey survey for for resi resi dents dents of of the the townhouses. townhouses. The The SCP SCP partnership partnership is is assisting assisting with with volunteers volunteers to to help help the the council council conduct conduct the the survey. survey.
Members Members of of a a cOllUnunity-based cOllUnunity-based organization organization in in the the St, St, Clair-Superior Clair-Superior neighborhood, neighborhood, also also well well represented represented on on the the leadership leadership team, team, have have made made an an envirorunentaljustice envirorunentaljustice peti peti tion tion to to the the Ohio Ohio EPA EPA regarding regarding a a draft draft air air pollution pollution permit permit (Title (Title V) V) application application by by an an eleclTic eleclTic utilily utilily company. company. The The company company seeks seeks to to start start up up some some old old generation generation units units that that had had been been grandfathered grandfathered under under the the Clean Clean Air Air Act Act amend amend ments. ments. These These units, units, however, however, are are several several times times more more pol pol luting luting than than those those with with new new source-pollution source-pollution controls. controls. Neighborhood Neighborhood residents residents and and leaders, leaders, some some of of whom whom were were the the tIrst tIrst graduates graduates of of the the leadership leadership team, team, are are concerned concerned about about increased increased air air pollution pollution in in a a community community that that is is al al ready ready burdened burdened with with environmental environmental and and health health problems. problems. The The group group meets meets regularly regularly widl widl Ohio Ohio EPA EPA staff staff (one (one of of whom whom is is an an SCP SCP partner) partner) to to address address these these concerns. concerns. The The various various projects projects of of the the SCP SCP have have fostered fostered network network ing ing and and collaboration collaboration among among divergent divergent groups groups in in Cleve Cleve land. land. Our Our efforts efforts to to identify identify and and create create new new community community assets, assets, including including community-based community-based sources sources of of infonnation infonnation and and existing existing knowledge knowledge about about problem problem solving, solving, have have been been shared shared mnong mnong diverse diverse community community sectors-environmen sectors-environmen tal, tal, community community development, development, service, service, and and health. health. The The work work on on dIe dIe projects projects has has also also begun begun to to build build new new relationships relationships between between the the regional regional offices offices of of The The SCP SCP project project has has gained gained regional regional and and national national rec rec ognition. ognition. a a testament testament to to both both its its approach approach and and its its unique unique mix mix of of partners. partners. Nationally. Nationally. the the project project received received a a Certifi Certifi cate cate of of Environmental Environmental Achievement Achievement from from Renew Renew America. America. a a nonprofit nonprofit organization organization that that began began by by working working closely closely with with the the President's President's Council Council on on Sustainable Sustainable Development Development (PCSD) (PCSD) during during the the Clinton Clinton administration." administration." Two Two partners partners presented presented the the project. project. npon npon invitation. invitation. at at the the National National Town Town Meeting Meeting for for a a Snstainable Snstainable America America sponsored sponsored by by PCSD PCSD in in May May 1999 . 1999 . In In October October 1999 . 1999 . the the SCP SCP was was invited invited to to present present at at the the National National Environmental Environmental HealthAssociation's HealthAssociation's Right Right To-Know To-Know conference. conference. The The project project director director has has been been invited invited to to present present at at several several regional regional and and national national EPA EPA training training and and educational educational conferences conferences as as well. well. While While the the Sustainable Sustainable Cleveland Cleveland Partnership Partnership has has achieved achieved many many successes, successes, several several challenges challenges have have proven proven difficult, difficult, but but it it is is hoped hoped they they will will be be resolved resolved over over time. time. A A deeper deeper issue issue regarding regarding infOlwation infOlwation accessibility accessibility remains remains unresolved. unresolved. The The partners partners had had hoped hoped to to initiate initiate change change in in the the information information providers providers as as well well as as community community members, members, stimulating stimulating the the agencies agencies involved involved in in the the partnership partnership to to change change information information dissemination dissemination methods methods to to be be more more accessible. accessible. There There has has been been some some response response to to our our sugges sugges tions tions that that the the agency agency Web Web pages pages are are often often too too complicated complicated for for the the average average neighborhood neighborhood leader leader to to navigate. navigate. The The u'ain u'ain ees ees managed managed to to use use them, them, bnt bnt the the design design of of the the \Veb \Veb pages pages needs needs to to go go further further to to make make them them accessible accessible to to the the greatest greatest extent extent possible. possible.
Are Are the the regulatory regulatory agencies agencies more more amenable amenable to to citizen citizen patticipation? patticipation? The The individuals individuals directly directly involved involved in in the the part part nership nership projects projects have have communicated communicated willingly willingly with with neigh neigh borhood borhood organizations organizations and and residents residents on on envirOIllnental envirOIllnental is is sues. sues. The The regional regional (Chicago) (Chicago) and and central central (Washington, (Washington, DC) DC) EPA EPA ot1ices ot1ices have have received received repOlis repOlis on on the the workshops, workshops, have have reviewed reviewed a a training training manual manual assembled assembled after after tile tile second second session session of of workshops. workshops. and and are are sharing sharing tI,ese tI,ese products products Witll Witll other other EPA EPA regions. regions. We We believe believe tllis tllis demonstrates demonstrates a a genu genu ine ine interest interest in in enhanced enhanced corIlrIlunity corIlrIlunity paliicipation paliicipation in in envi envi ronmental ronmental decision decision making making in in urbatl urbatl neighborhoods. neighborhoods.
The The overall overall results results of of the the SCP SCP project project will will not not become become fully fully known known for for several several more more years years as as the the project project expands expands into into more more Cleveland Cleveland neighborhoods. neighborhoods. An An overalliong-tenn overalliong-tenn goal goal was was to to change change the the role role of of the the SCP SCP itself, itself, so so that that the the partnership partnership would would become become a a source source for for technical technical assislatlce assislatlce rather rather than than an an organizer organizer of of activities. activities. As As the the Sustainable Sustainable Cleveland Cleveland LeadershipTemn LeadershipTemn graduates graduates have have developed developed tlleir tlleir skills, skills, the the SCP SCP has has been been able able to to begin begin this this new new role role to to some some extent. extent. The The partners partners expect expect that that the the partnership partnership between between public public agencies, agencies, nonprofit nonprofit organizations, organizations, and and commlmity commlmity residents residents will will grow grow and and change, change, offering offering new new opportuni-opportuni ties ties for for building building capacity capacity in in Cleveland's Cleveland's neighborhoods. neighborhoods. For For ti,e ti,e long-tellll. long-tellll. tile tile SCP SCP envisions envisions a a cadre cadre of of commu commu nity nity environmental environmental leaders leaders witll witll tile tile capacity capacity to to take take a a lead lead ing ing role role in in efforts efforts to to generate generate local local data data tllal tllal reflects reflects local local concerns concerns and and need need s. s. and and use use tile tile Internet Internet to to make make tllat tllat data data available available to to otller otller neighborhood neighborhood organizations organizations and and local local environmental environmental health health organizations. organizations. When When tllis tllis stage stage is is reached, reached, the the SCP SCP will will have have fulfilled fulfilled its its mission mission and and the the Internet Internet will will no no longer longer be be a a rationing rationing mechanism mechanism for for these these urban urban residents.
residents.
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The 1. 1. This This aspect aspect of of the the federal federal policy policy responds responds to to a a series series of of citi citi zen zen protests protests in in the the 1980s 1980s over over siting siting hazardous hazardous waste waste land land fills fills in in the the Southeast Southeast and and a a series series of of studies studies done done by by the the United United Church Church of of Christ Christ Commission Commission on on Racial Racial Justice, Justice, the the U.S. U.S. General General Accounting Accounting Office, Office, aud aud the the Agency Agency for for Toxic Toxic Substauces Substauces and and Disease Disease Registry. Registry. The The studies studies documented documented a a pattern pattern of of disproportionate disproportionate impact impact and and less less effective effective en en forcement forcement of of environmental environmental regulations regulations in in low-income low-income and and minority minority communities communities for for the the siting siting of of hazardous hazardous landfills landfills and and the the cleauup cleauup of of contaminated contaminated properties properties aud aud buildings buildings (GAO (GAO 1983; 1983; UCC UCC 1987; 1987; ATSDR ATSDR 1988) . 1988). 2. 2. The The CleauAir CleauAir Act Act (1970,1977,1990) (1970,1977,1990) was was designed designed to to ad ad dress dress air air pollution pollution from from vehicles, vehicles, industrial industrial processes, processes, fuel fuel combustion combustion in in stationary stationary sources, sources, and and solid solid waste waste disposal. disposal. Data Data to to assess assess air air quality quality is is gathered gathered from from monitoring monitoring sta sta tions tions and and from from air air pollution pollution discharge discharge pennits pennits issued issued to to sta sta tionary tionary pollution pollution sources. sources. The The Cleau Cleau Water Water Act Act (1972, (1972, 1987) 1987) is is the the primary primary federal federal law law that that protects protects our our nation's nation's waters, waters, including including lakes, lakes, riv riv ers, ers, aquifers, aquifers, and and coastal coastal areas. areas. Under Under the the act, act, each each facility facility that that discharges discharges pollution pollution into into surface surface water water (a (a point point source) source) is is granted granted a a "pennit "pennit to to discharge" discharge" and and is is required required to to moni moni tor tor the the level level of of contaminants contaminants in in its its discharges discharges and and report report to to the the EPA. EPA. This This reporting reporting has has resulted resulted in in a a database database of of the the facilities facilities that that have have permits permits and and information information about about what what they they discharge. discharge. To To assess assess surface surface water water quality quality as as it it is is affected affected by by non-point-source non-point-source pollution pollution (runoff (runoff from from streets, streets, stonn stonn EPA, sewers, sewers, aud aud laud), laud), the the EPA. in in partnership partnership with with state state and and local local authorities, authorities, maintains maintains water water quality quality monitoring monitoring sta sta tions tions throughout throughout each each region region and and conducts conducts on-site on-site tests tests for for certain certain pollutauts. pollutauts. The The Safe Safe Drinking Drinking Water Water Act Act (1974, (1974, 1986) 1986 ) requires requires the the EPA EPA to to develop develop and and enforce enforce a a set set of of national national drinking drinking water water qual qual ity ity staudards staudards to to safeguard safeguard public public health. health. Each Each local, local, pub pub licly licly owned owned water water system system must must conduct conduct regular regular testing testing to to ensure ensure the the water water it it delivers delivers in in public public water water pipes pipes meets meets na na tional tional drinking drinking water water staudards. staudards. The The Toxic Toxic Substances Substances Control Control Act Act (1972) (1972) established established a a sys sys tem tem to to identify identify and and appraise appraise the the effects effects of of existing existing and and new new substances-particularly substances-particularly synthetic synthetic chemicals---on chemicals---on human human health health aud aud the the environment. environment. Data Data are are generated generated through through labo labo ratory ratory research research on on the the effects effects of of chemicals chemicals on on biological biological orgauisms orgauisms (see (see http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/) . http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/). The The Resource Resource Conservation Conservation Recovery Recovery Act Act (1986) (1986) is is the the nation's nation's primary primary law law for for governing governing solid solid and and hazardous hazardous wastes, wastes, most most of of which which are are industrial industrial or or commercial commercial wastes wastes with with the the following following characteristics: characteristics: ignitability, ignitability, corrosivity, corrosivity, reactivity, reactivity, or or toxicity. toxicity. This This act act requires requires facilities facilities that that gener gener ate ate and and manage manage hazardous hazardous waste waste to to report report on on these these activi activi ties ties to to regulatory regulatory agencies. agencies. The The data data are are compiled compiled into into the the Resource Resource Conservation Conservation Recovery Recovery Infonnation Infonnation System, System, avail avail Liability Act Act of of 1980 1980 aud aud the the Superfund Superfund Amendments Amendments aud aud ReauthorizationAct ReauthorizationAct of of 1986 1986 address address land land contaminated contaminated by by hazardous hazardous waste. waste. Sites Sites that that pose pose the the greatest greatest threat threat to to public public health, health, safety, safety, and and the the environment environment are are placed placed on on the the National National Priorities Priorities List List and and receive receive the the highest highest cleanup cleanup pri pri ority. ority. Under Under this this legislation, legislation, the the EPA EPA is is responsible responsible for for in in ventorying ventorying and and tracking tracking hazardous hazardous waste waste sites sites using using the the is is a a searchable searchable database database that that includes includes most most data data generated generated from from air air and and water water discharge discharge pennits, pennits, including including the the Toxic Toxic Release Release Inventory. Inventory. The The Pollution Pollution Prevention Prevention Act Act (1999) (1999) focuses focuses industry, industry, gov gov ernment, ernment, and and public public attention attention on on reducing reducing the the amount amount of of pollution pollution generated generated during during manufacturing manufacturing processes. processes. The The law law encourages encourages industries industries to to implement implement cost-effective cost-effective changes changes in in production production and and operation operation to to change change the the raw raw ma ma terials terials used, used, to to increase increase efficiency efficiency in in the the use use of of energy, energy, wa wa ter, ter, or or other other natural natural resources, resources, and and to to adopt adopt conservation conservation practices. practices. Pollution-prevention Pollution-prevention data data are are collected collected as as part part of of the the facility's facility's report report to to the the Toxic Toxic Release Release Inventory. Inventory. 
